M6 Heart Valve Tester Demonstration and RealTest™ R&D

To demonstrate the capabilities of the M6, Dynatek offers you three separate options:

**Full Product Demonstration:**
A full hands-on demonstration of the M6 will be given to you, using Dynatek’s test sections with mechanical valves. The demonstration will cover the working of the testing chamber, the pumping unit, controller and theory of operation. In-house mechanical valves will be mounted in the test sections to demonstrate the functioning of the M6.

The Full Product Demonstration is free of charge and usually lasts about 4-6 hours, including time to address all of your questions. In addition to the product demonstration, we also offer two options where you can actually test your own valve candidates on the M6, gaining valuable ‘real world’ data about them.

**M6 RealTest Silver™:**
This will be a one-day hands-on R&D/feasibility test using the M6 with our lab facilities, using your valves on customized test sections. You will be able to see the actual pressure curves obtained on the M6 with your valves and we will give you the pressure data digitally or as hardcopy printouts. Our technician will work on the M6 to obtain the best possible pressure and other data, based on the type of valve being tested.

You will be charged for the custom test sections and a full day’s worth of testing time on your valves. Should you decide to purchase the M6, the fee for the testing and the test sections will be deducted from the M6’s quoted price.

**M6 RealTest Gold™:**
Same as for RealTest Silver, but this option will be a two-day hands-on R&D/feasibility test using the M6 with our lab facilities, using your valves on customized test sections. RealTest Gold will give you time to perform steps like test section inversion, valve inversion, sewing of valves, etc., which are time-intensive but give you valuable test data about your valve.

You will be charged for the custom test sections and two days of testing time on your valves. Should you decide to purchase the M6, the fee for the testing and the test sections will be deducted from the M6’s quoted price.

To receive a customized proposal, contact us today at:

Dynatek Labs, Inc.
105 East 4th Street
Galena, MO 65656
800.325.8252
1.417.357.6155
www.dynateklabs.com
salesdd@dynateklabs.com

Custom test sections, machined and polished
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